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The Audiences

•Laurapalooza, July 2012
•29 completed survey of ~75 in audience.
•Members included teachers, historians, authors, fans.
•Part of ongoing interaction with the audience group.

•National Association of Interpreters Region V, April 2013
•13 completed survey of ~15 in audience.
•Members included naturalists, park workers.

•Climate and Society Course, February 2014
•17 completed of 17 in audience.
•Members included graduate and advanced 
undergraduate students in Natural Resources and related 
fields.

Creating a Narrative

•Listing facts is not enough!

•Include all narrative elements:
•Protagonist and antagonist
•Setting in place and time
•Introduction, dénouement, and resolution

•Story is most effective if:
•Story is congruent to listeners’ life experiences
•Story transports its listeners
•Listeners trust storyteller
•Listeners relate to the hero of the story

Conclusions

•Laura Ingalls Wilder narrative audiences exhibit significantly 
higher perception of climate change risk than general population. 
Also more likely to have heard about climate change, feel 
informed, agree that climate change is happening, and perceive 
agreement among climate scientists.
•Laurapalooza audience, compared to Interpreters and Course 
audiences, exhibited higher feelings of inspiration, focus, and 
careful consideration of all viewpoints. Both audiences exhibited 
high trust in scientists, particularly NOAA.

Laura Ingalls Wilder in 1884, at around 
age 17.

Bridging Weather/Climate Science 
and Communication

•Conduct scientifically credible climate/weather research on 
the Hard Winter of 1880-1881 and other events through 
the Little House book series.

•Place extreme winters in climatological context via the 
Accumulated Winter Season Severity Index (AWSSI).
•Examine effects of ENSO and NAO on winter weather 
in the central U.S.
•Document, describe, conduct attribution of the Hard 
Winter of 1880-1881; connect to elements in Wilder’s 
The Long Winter.

•Communicate research results to non-meteorologist/ non-
climatologist audiences.

•Provide weather and climate expertise for Wilder 
researchers, enthusiasts, and fans.

•Document effectiveness of communicating 
weather/climate concepts via Laura Ingalls Wilder 
narrative.

The Hero

The Plot and Setting

Kelly’s Cut, 0.5 miles 
west of Sleepy Eye, MN, 
March 1881

Evaluating Effectiveness

•Survey offered to all audience members. All participation 
voluntary, with consent form provided.

•Survey based loosely on questions used by Yale Project on 
Climate Change Communication.
•Questions covered climate change literacy, perception, and 
trusted sources, as well as audience feelings about the 
presentation and demographics.

•Narrative effectiveness also noted, qualitatively, by press coverage 
of the topic.

Annotated Survey

Carrie, Mary, and Laura 
Ingalls around the late 
1870s. Photo courtesy of the 
Laura Ingalls Wilder Home 
Association, Mansfield, MO

Laura Ingalls Wilder with 
her books.  Photo copied 
from the Springfield News-
Leader from a story that ran 
on May 22, 1949.

The Narrative

•Basis:  Scientific investigation of weather and climate events in 
the Little House books.

•Frames:
•Storyteller is a detective following the clues left by Wilder in 
her stories to verify and support them.
•The Ingalls family was unaware of the risks of their 
environment, and with modern information, we can be better 
prepared for hazards of weather and climate events.
•Survival tactics for weather and climate events have changed 
from the pioneer era to now.
•The background climate has changed from the pioneer era to 
now and is projected to keep changing in the future due to 
human activities.

•Format:  20-60 minute oral presentation with supporting slides of 
images, data, and short text.
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